DISCUSSION
Author's Closure 9
For three-dimensional impacts where the initial speed of
sliding is small enough that slip vanishes before separation,
when slip vanishes the points of contact subsequently either
stick or sliding resumes in a new direction, 0 , . As Professor
Mac Sithigh correctly points out, in general, 0 , is not directly opposite to the direction ~ - ~r of the tangential
constraint force for stick. In a second phase of slip, the
direction 0, depends on the inertia properties and the
coefficient of friction /~. For an asymmetrical impact configuration with a limiting coefficient of friction for stick f ( =/.~, ),
it is only in the limit as/z ~ f that 0, ~ ~.
Professor Mac Sithigh mentions that for some impact
configurations, this analysis yields the correct sign for normal
acceleration only if the coefficient of friction is less than a
limiting or critical value. In my 1990 paper (Proc. Roy. Soc.
London, Vol. A431, p. 169) I used the term "jamb" to
describe impacts where the coefficient of friction was larger
than the critical value. For these impacts, an initial change in
velocity is not a continuous function of the normal impulse ~-.
The phenomenon of jamb is associated with Painleve's paradox as explained by L6tstedt (1981); it is likely to be important for surface damage due to abrasive wear during impact.
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We would like to point out the
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Author's Closure 12
1 I do not claim that there is anything mechanically new.
What is mathematically new can be discussed. Some novelty
is in the notation which makes it clear that the main difference between Lagrange's method for coordinate and for
noncoordinate velocity components lies in the noncommutation of certain operators.
2 What Papastavridis says here is essentially that you
cannot solve the equations of motion, if you do not have
expressions for, or "know," the forces. But in this respect
.Lagrange's equations do not differ from Newton's. Neither
e = F nor ( d / d t ) ( J T / 3 ~ a) - (OT/Oq a) = Qa, where F • ~'a =Qa, can be solved unless one knows F or Q~, respectively.
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